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The Carnelian Center

The mission of the Carnelian Center is to provide the community with affordable holistic
health care services while nurturing the individual through art, education and cultural integration.
Our vision is to create healing in a beautiful, peaceful setting of therapeutic pools
with respect for the ecosystem and the preciousness of water.
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So What Is Up
With The Food
Bank?
By Lluvia and Scott Aby

For those of you who haven't heard rumor of
this wild weekly event The Carnelian Center
is running, it's about time you did. We run
one food bank in Dixon at Dixon Elementary
School every Thursday at 4:00 and one in
Ojo Sarco at the Community Center every
Wednesday at 1:30. We give out what we
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Download and view
our latest Newsletter
and back issues too!

The Carnelian Center is
seeking a new Board Member!
Interested?
caneliancenter@yahoo.com
505-689-2641

call 'Not Necessarily Free Food' and encourage small donations from partisipants to
cover the cost of the next weeks' food. No
one has to donate money if they don't want
to or can't. Everyone is welcome.

going 50% to the Food banks and 50% to the
TLC Basket Project. Last year's Valentine's
day fund raiser was for the Dixon Food
bank. During the 2010 Dixon Seed Exchange
we were invited to come and sell Frito pies
as a fund raiser for the Carnelian Center.
The Food is picked up at The Food Depot in This money went to the Ojo Sarco Food
Santa Fe—the regional center for New Mex- bank some of which they stil have as a cushion. Good job Ojo Sarco! The Frito pie and
ico's Roadrunner Food Bank. Everyone
salad fund raiser happend thanks to Adam
there at The Food Depot, and especially the
Warehouse staff and volunteers are friendly, Mackie who puts together the fabulous seed
exchange and also to the Dixon PTO who
helpful, and hard working. This may sound
like flattery but it is the simple truth, they are usually supplies their delicious Frito pies at
this event but had a previous obligation this
Salt of the Earth material. They get donapast year. Also thank you to Rick who dotions or low-cost foods in large amounts
nated his lovely baby salad greens grown
from many sources, some is about to expire
right in Apodaca, to the event.
(this is flash-frozen to 20 below zero) some
isn't selling well and sometimes some stuff
has labels on backward. Any food the Depot A typical week goes like this: we get up and
pays for they resell at the same price (they
milk our cow, herd our three kids to school
raise funds for their own operating costs),
and drive to Santa Fe in our Toyota pick-up,
donated food they sell us for pennies-permaybe stop for coffee. We get to the Food
pound, and most perishables are free. We
Depot at 10:00 and have half an hour to
typically get about 900-1300 lbs of food for
“shop”. Some things they have waiting for
between $45 and $100 each week. Amazus from a list they email each week. The rest
ingly, we often cover our week's costs with
we get from the 'salvage' area. This is a few
the donations that people give when they get 4'x4'x4” boxes with cans and dry goods, a
food—sometimes we get more than we
few refrigerators, and shelves of bread and
spend (thank you!). When costs aren't covmiscellaneous things. When we first went
ered by donations we depend on overflow
two years ago it might have taken us an
from past weeks or fund raisers. None of the hour+ to go through, but now we have good
drivers or volunteers take a penny for gas.
shopping skills and a system worked out.
All the food is weighed by category (cans,
dry, dairy, etc...), and we write them a check.
This year's Valentine's Day benefit will be
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Some of the coolest/weirdest things we have
seen there are: a $100+ block of buffalomilk blue cheese, bags of peppercorns from a
part of India we had just been in, huge boxes
of gourmet chocolate, Yugoslavian spices,
home-canned Jalapeños, cases of fresh figs
and coconut milk yogurt, almond milk.
We hand pick the food at the food Depot so
we can provide the most high quality food.
There is a lot of donations that come in from
Whole Foods, Trader Joe's, and Sunflower
Market. This makes our job easer. In the
summer there are farmers who donate excess
each week. It is great to be able to bring
some organic, high quality or not so run-ofthe-mill food. People try new things or enjoy
things they would never buy for themselves.
Recipes are shared and questions are asked
like “How do you prepare this?” in a comfortable natural manner. For some this is part
of how they can stick to a special diet like
wheat free. Nutrition may become an in line
conversation subject.
We drive this food to Ojo Sarco at 1:30
where 20-50 (depending on weather/
astrology?) people are waiting. A bunch of
people make a chain and pass all the food
inside and sort it on tables by category. We
call names from a volunteer list to get about
five people to help each week—so everyone
has a chance to volunteer and these folks get
to pick first that week. We lay the food out
sort of like a market: Produce, Meat, canned,
dry, refrigerated, bakery and sometimes
flowers. Once the food is laid out on tables
each volunteer gets assigned a table and their
job is to tell people how much they can take
from that table (one meat, two cans, three
zucchini, one produce item from this box,
one bread...). People get to pick whatever
they want/need from each spot.
This system is different from most food
banks we think, but beats the effort and condescension of making boxes for each person.
Nobody gets anything they don't want. People feal like they are a part of the food bank
and it belongs to everyone. When we first
started I (Scott) wanted even less organization than this, and for a few months we just
put the food on the tables and said “Go!”.
This was beautiful, anarchic chaos to some
and a horror show of greed to others. The
anarchist in me learned a lot in those months
about human nature and the need for structure (it turns our some people like rules—
honestly, I had no idea).
Once the food is on the tables and the volunteers have chosen their stuff everyone else
goes through once or twice or even three
times getting their 'shares' until it is all gone.
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Our present system is much better for families and gentle people than the early days,
but sometimes I miss the hard-core guys who
don't come now that you have to line up and
socialize. Doing this has been a nice way to
meet a lot of people—especially in Ojo
Sarco where there are not a lot of social
events. I have to admit it is scary in one
way—everyone there knows our names but
we only see them for a few, hectic minutes
each week and so I have friends who's names
I don't always recall. We have witnessed a
lot of new bonds form within our communities.
We are constantly learning new things and
trying to make our system work better. The
first thing I learned is that there are hungry
people within miles of us all—believe it or
not it is true. So far we have brought about
108 thousand pounds of food to Ojo Sarco in
two years and about 83 thousand to Dixon
since that program started—with a few fits
and starts.
We are so very grateful to our friend Lilly
Whiteswan for the inspiration, and her Pirate
group “Aye, Care” our co-sponsor. The people at the Food Depot are so great—if you
have some donations to make in New Mexico please consider them, they get hundreds
of thousands of tons of food to hungry people every year. Thanks to all those who have
made donations. Thanks to Carol Miller who
works to keep the Ojo Sarco community center up and running. All our volunteers—Loren and Yvonne do one week each
month in Sarco and Jean and Allen run the
show in Dixon—they stepped in and saved
that program when we needed it. Jean has
been a true godsend. We are grateful to
Beulla For always being at the door in Dixon
to greet newcomers and take down information.
Thank you to all our drivers for Dixon. Of
course there is Gean with his dolly who
helps folks get their boxes out to their cars,
brings all the heavy stuff in from the truck
and deals with the cardboard. Let's not forget
Kiva who allows us to use the Dixon Elementary School. This may sound strange/
naive from a 'hierarchical' mentality but I am
really grateful to the people who come to get
the food. This food would be wasted without them. These are also the people who volunteer each week. The building of a world
based on community and mutual help (which
sounds nice,no?) takes both giving and getting with as much grace as we can each muster. It takes a whole community to come together to make such a great program work
and we are grateful each week to be a part of
it.
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STINKY
POOCH

By David Rigsby

The year was 1969 in Embudo. The time,
around 8:00 in the morning. Springtime,
maybe May. John Law, (God rest his Soul)
brought me skunk kitten, just weaned. He
thought that a hippie such as myself might dig
a wild creature. God Bless his Soul!
I had made a rabbit cage, and raised a few.
That is a whole other story! One 'cell' of the
hutch was available, and I put the skunk kit in
it with food and water. (What do skunks eat?
Grubs, bugs and I hoped dog food. The latter
had to suffice. She was quite- VERY feisty! I
wore gloves to handle her, just as Joun did. I
learn fast.
Handling her every day was quite a labor...of
love... without the love I never would have
done it. One morning when I reached in the
cage to coax her out of the corner, she turned
around and shot me with her stinger, right in
the left eye! (Yes, I remember which eye) I
called her anal gland a stinger, because it sure
as hell stung! And for 3 days I had to sleep
alone as Pamela didn’t think I smelled so
good.
Stinky Pooch. She had a name! Dog food did
her good, and she grew up quickly. She also
evolved a nice humor, and we began taking
her into the house to spend time with us and
our dogs. The K-9's didn't like her as much as
we did. We got along, most of the time. One
evening, Yohimbe, our Irish Setter, got a little
jealous and picked Stinky Pooch up by the
ample fur on her back, shook her around like
a powder puff, and let her go as my boot
connected with Yohimbe's ribs. Stinky Pooch
wasn't particularly amused, and when she
landed, she turned tail and let Yohimbe have
it. Would you guess? In her left eye!
Yohimbe was not the only one having to
spend the night out. I got the overspray
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(anyone who has used a can of spray paint
knows what that is.) Once again, I found out
that tomato juice, dish soap, and tiger balm
don't cut skunk spray. And Pamela let me
know it. I tried gasoline too, but that just
made smell like our 1951 Chevie flat bed.
Not permissible in the bedroom!
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Both plants are clinically proven to
be antiviral and to my understanding
are also antibacterial, antimicrobial,
antifungal, insecticidal and a vermifuge. Pretty much anything that
needs stopping in its tracks, osha
heats up and moves out. It can help
Stinky pooch disappeared in the fall. We
to break a fever, calm a stomach
were a little heartbroken, because she had
ache, and soothe heart burn, resolve
become such a part of our family. She would
colds and flues. Applied externally it
crawl into our laps, and squeak. Her
is used to prevent or treat infecequivalent of purring. We did indeed get
tions, most commonly known for
attached to her, and Yohimbe had learned an
helping sooth sore throats and
important lesson!
coughs, for this you can just hold a
Sometime in the next May, Stinky Pooch
Osha de la Sierra is a medicine
small piece of the dried root in your
ambled up to the house! We were so relieved praised by many in these parts. It
mouth all night and/or day. Spit out
and surprised! She wouldn't come in the
grows
strictly
at
high
elevations
at
the root once it loses its strong flahouse until she coaxed her five little
least
9000
to
11000
feet.
And
due
to
vor. It soothes and anesthetizes the
companions out of the brush! Stinky Pooch
its
dependence
on
mycorrhizal
fungi
bronchial airways and expectorates
was a Mama! That's when we knew she was
in
the
soil
is
not
cultivatable
out
of
that which needs expectorating.
indeed a She!
its natural habitat. It is a foreigner
Sucking on osha for a twenty -four
Every year she came with her kits in the
once it leaves the Northern Rocky
hour period has been known to
Spring. She spent the summers with us, but
Mountains
and
its
neighboring
terricompletely get rid of pin worms.
not a Kit would indulge. Putting dog food out
tories.
Because osha contains oxytocin it is
for them didn't work. Our dogs would guard
advised against use by pregnant
and defend the morsels, even though they had
When I was just a girl, my parents,
women, especially in the first trifood inside. The kits were nervous, and
being newcomers to Northern New
mester. Although I have read warnhaving never had dog food, they didn't know
what to do with it. She continued to visit us
Mexico, were taught things by the
ings against use by nursing mothers,
like this for about 5 years. What a great
local Chicanos, who were taught by I personally take it for my nursing
experience to get to know personally a
the Native Americans who learned
baby when he is sick, for him to get
Mother Skunk and see her babies year after
from the animals and so on. People
it through my milk; I believe it
year.
didn’t go far from home for their
works wonderfully. He also doesn’t
medicine; our immediate neighbors mind the taste if I put a few drops of
used the root of Osha del Campo,
the tincture in warm water; in fact
Angelica pinnata, a plant in the
he seems quite fond of it. There is
same family which grows near the
supposedly a similar plant, Ligustiacequia, right outside of our front
cum wallichii, used in China for
doors. As children were given osha lowering blood pressure, inducing
tea for anything that ailed us. Osha
uterine contraction and stopping
del Campo has similar properties as postpartum bleeding.
Osha de la Sierra but is cultivatable
and grows at a slightly lower eleva- Scientifically we understand, since
tion near moving water as opposed
some of the constituents of the plant
to moist sub alpine hillsides. From
are not water soluble, that making it
my experience and understanding
into a tea is not the best use of the
the higher elevation plant seems to
plant. Although before we learned
be stronger and definitely more
the “appropriate” way to prepare it,
sought after. But along with its at- the tea seemed to work just fine.
tributes comes the threat of overhar- And the locals who shared with my
vesting. Whereas the Osha del
family all used it for tea. Now a
Campo is easy to cultivate, grows at tincture made with food grade alcoour lower elevations of 6500 feet (I hol or a cough syrup using honey as
don’t know about it at other elevathe extracting medium are the most
By Maria Chilton
tions because I haven’t found it
common herbal preparations for
other
places)
and
generations
of
osha. Osha combines well with other
Osha de la Sierra, Bear Medicine,
people
have
relied
on
it
for
their
herbs; it helps to activate them, esPorter’s Lovage, Chuchupate, Love
medicine.
pecially herbs that do not have a
Root, Ligusticum porteri are just a
stimulating action such as Echina-

Old Friend,
Osha
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few of the many names which we
give to this well loved member of
the Umbellifereae family. It is first
cousin to water hemlock and poison
hemlock, both very poisonous
plants, of which the latter looks
similar to osha and the two can be
easily confused. If harvesting osha,
please learn from someone who has
experience or read more on identification. I recommend Medicinal
Plants of The Southwest by Michael
Moore.
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tant to try and make it look like you Wi n t e r P o e t r y C o r n e r
were never there. When I harvest
by Chynna Chilton
For external application you can use osha root, I first ask for permission
a salve made from an oil extraction. (some may see this as asking someI have heard of Osha poultices help- one or something “out there;” I see
-body languageing treat brown recluse bites, poten- it as asking my own inner knowing)
tially a very serious bite indeed.
and only proceed if it feels right. Afhis body sways toward her very
ter I dig the root I take the seed head
Osha is not right for everybody: it
and plant it into the hole as I fill it
presence
can be very stimulating for someone in, with the intention that this will
permeating heat wave that singe the
who needs to relax or overheating
help to replenish itself. Then I give
hair on her arm as they pass
for someone or for a condition
thanks and an offering such as
floating up into the branches
which is already too hot. It is also
cornmeal or tobacco. Then I share
leaving a hanging leaf burning in
not to be used as a tonic. As with
the medicine and never waste it. Altheir wake
most herbs it works better if not
though osha is very versatile as an
her
eyes
follow
it as it drifts gently
used all the time. Osha is strong;
herb, there are also many other
from the tree
remember, a little goes a long way.
herbs which are far more abundant
landing, a simple brown skeleton,
which may be used . In fact every
Osha is referred to as Bear Mediregion has its special healing plants.
beside her
cine, I have read that this is because And here in Northern New Mexico
she smiles
Native Americans discovered the
we have the Osha del Campo in
plant’s medicinal uses by watching abundance. Let’s not expect the
bears eat the root after coming out
Osha de la Sierra to take on every
of hibernation or if the bear apailment everywhere. Let’s respect it
-salud a barrapeared to be wounded or sick. The
and treat it preciously.
word osha is Ute for Bear Root.
Oso is Spanish for bear, hmmm…
We are far from nature’s plan alwhere the sweet rains fall
ready. If we weren’t we would all be
into the vast salty sea
So you are getting the point, osha is using the plants right outside our
where sweat mingles with mangoes
a wonderful and useful medicinal
own doors. And we would see that
under the tree
plant. But in its growing popularity nature’s plan was perfect and that
where the maple leaf holds hands
I believe its life is being threatened. each of us had the right herb for our
with the stars and the stripes
For several years now I have gone to location and the various challenges
where
brown people share tacos
search for old stands of osha that I
we face as humans and animals.
and beers with the whites
once knew. Some of them are completely wiped out and in their places I know these may seem like small
where dances are danced
are left only cavernous holes. This
things, when the real problem lies
and songs are sung
is not wild crafting, this is rape.
with business and the addiction to
where the elders rejoice
When we wild craft with respect we money. Even so-called small herb
to stay with their young
are taught not to take more than one businesses can easily lose sight of
barra's this place
third of what we see in front of us. I ethical wild crafting practices when
on
her
shaky foundation
take this to mean if there are six
their goal becomes keeping up with
you
live
once my friend
plants we may harvest two of them, demand. And the business owners
so have another libation
three plants, we may harvest one of are not usually the ones out in the
them, if there are only two, leave
field to see the cavernous holes.
them. If you can see that someone
They buy from harvesters who may
has come before you and there is not not know or care about the future of
abundance, leave what little there is. the plants.
-a lymric in my gardenLook elsewhere. Or accept that
You may call me paranoid. But I
maybe this is not a year for osha
have my eyes and ears open and this
harvesting. One year I had to make is what I perceive to be happening to the cucumbers grew content in the
shade
this choice. And the amazing thing
our much beloved plant. I am not
happened, as it turned out I had
suggesting that we stop using it. I
happily snuggling their prickles
more tincture than I had realized
believe it is one of Nature’s gifts for
when along came a giant
from the previous year, some fresh
us to use. But let us use it in a right
who felt quite defiant
root was gifted to me and I also
way. Let us not take it for granted.
and cut them all down to make
bought some at the farmers’ market. Let us understand its vulnerability as
pickles
When wild crafting, it is also impor- well as its powers.
cea.
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